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M Mahony Disappearances in Honduras: the need for direct victim representation in human rights litigation, honduran national Manfredo Angel Velasquez
Rodriguez was taken to a detention center in Tegucigalpa on September 12, 1981, and was never seen again. He was thirty-five years old when he disappeared, and left
a wife and four small children. Without any judicial. 
North-South asymmetry in sudden disappearances of solar prominences, this paper presents the results of a study of the NS asymmetry in sudden disappearances
(SD) of solar prominences during solar cycles 18-21, obtained as a part of a more extensive research on SD and reappearances during years 1931-1985 (Ballester, 1984. 
Coronal X-ray enhancements associated with HÎ± filament disappearances, a survey of soft X-ray images from Skylab has revealed a class of large-scale transient X-ray
enhancements in the lower corona which are typically associated with the disappearance of H Î± filaments away from active regions. Contemporary with the H Î±
filament disappearance. 
Nonlinear dynamics and population disappearances, local extinctions generally have been attributed to demographic stochasticity (requiring very small population
sizes) or to extrinsic effects such as environmental stochasticity. It is shown here that, without any of these factors, the presence of chaotic transients in very simple. 
Homologous sudden disappearances of transequatorial interconnecting loops in the solar corona, we have found a remarkable sequence of homologous
disappearances of transequatorial X-ray loops linking active regions. Each disappearance was closely associated with a major flare and coronal mass ejection (CME). In
each case the flarings precede. 
Distortions and disappearances of geometrical patterns, prolonged observation of a stationary grating has a number of perceptual consequences. Initially the lines
appear well-resolved and straight. The lines then take on a wavy and oscillating appearance, which is followed by scintillation of the pattern. The scintillations. 
Extinctions and local disappearances of vertebrates in the western Mediterranean islands, a landlocked sea between the Eurasian and African plates, the
Mediterranean Sea may be thought of as an ocean in miniature (Margalef, 1985). Like other seas on the borderlands between contiguous plates (eg, Antillean and
Sundaland regions), the Mediterranean is rich. 
Disappearances, silences, and anxious rhetoric: Gender in abnormal psychology textbooks, viewed from a feminist perspective, the history of clinical psychology
reveals a troubled and troubling relationship to women. Diagnoses and treatments have sometimes served to control and even victimize women. Over the past 25
years, feminist scholarship, activism. 
The decline of the Green and Golden Bell Frog Litoria aurea viewed in the context of declines and disappearances of other Australian frogs, the Green and Golden
Bell Frog Litoria aurea has undergone a reduction in range and significant population declines during the past 15 years. In this paper the decline is viewed from the
perspective of declines and disappearances of other species of frog along the east. 
Review of the declines and disappearances within the bell frog species group (Litoria aurea species group) in Australia, 81 Review of the declines and disappearances
within the bell frog species group (Litoria aurea species group) in Australia Michael Mahoney* * Department of Biological Sciences, The University of Newcastle,
University Drive, Callaghan NSW 2308 ABSTRACT Declines and disappearances. 
Observations of Solar HÎ± Filament Disappearances with a New Solar Flare-Monitoring-Telescope at Hida Observatory, the outine of a new solar Flare-Monitoring-
Telescope is given, which was built at the Hida Observatory of Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, in the first financial year of the Japan's STEP project. The
telescope is unique among currently-operating solar flare-patrol. 
Chaos and population disappearances in simple ecological models, a class of truncated unimodal discrete-time single species models for which low or high densities
result in extinction in the following generation are considered. A classification of the dynamics of these maps into five types is proven:(i) extinction in finite time for
all initial. 
Spatial autocorrelation and local disappearances in wintering North American birds, i examined the degree to which population sizes of North American wintering
birds exhibit spatial synchrony (autocorrelation) and local disappearances based on 30 yr of Christmas Bird Counts. The primary goal of these analyses was to
determine whether processes. 
Behind the disappearances: Argentina's dirty war against human rights and the United Nations, drawing on confidential Argentinian documents and memoranda,
Behind the Disappearances documents a seven-year diplomatic war by one of the twentieth century's most brutal regimes. It relates how, starting in 1976, Argentina's
military government tried. 
Finfish disappearances around Bohol, Philippines inferred from traditional ecological knowledge, little is known about local extinctions of finfish species in the most
biodiverse marine ecosystem in the most marine biodiverse and anthropogenically threatened region on Earth. This paper examines coral reef associated finfish
species that disappeared in the catches. 
Disappearances of COOH infrared bands of benzoic acid, infrared spectra of benzoic acid and benzoic acidâ��d were obtained in the range of temperatures from
liquid nitrogen to liquid helium. The C= O stretching band at 1688 cmâˆ’ 1, the strongest absorption band of this compound in the overâ��all infrared region at room. 
State terrorism: disappearances, the phenomenon of systematic disappearance as a means to eliminate political opposition is a relatively new human rights problem.
Because the practice involves the complicity, consent or conspiracy of government forces, the act of disappearance seriously undermines. 
Returning to the Divinity: Josephus's Portrayal of the Disappearances of Enoch, Elijah, and Moses, in the Hebrew Bible there are three figures whose departures from
the earthly scene are strikingly unusual. Enoch apparently does not die but is taken away by God (Gen 5: 24). Moses retires alone to the land of Moab, dies, and is
secretly buried by God himself. 
Disappearances and the Inter-American Court: reflections on a litigation experience, 507] THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT 509 both to abolish and prevent the
practice and to hold the malefactors accountable has challenged and shaped the human rights movement in new ways. New entities representing the relatives of the
desaparecidos, by definition. 
Nunca MÃ¡s: An Analysis of International Instruments on Disappearances, twenty years after Latin American military dictatorships shocked the conscience of the
world by disappearing their political opponents, the United Nations and the Organization of American States have adopted standards that seek to prevent and
punish this grisly practice.
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